
SMARTLINK™

Student Desks



Alone, in groups, or guided by a teacher, students learn in various ways. 
That’s the lesson behind the SmartLink student desks from The HON 
Company. Part of a complete system, they easily accommodate any 
learning style, teaching activity, and both left- and right-handers. It’s a 
fresh idea that allows you to build student involvement and a greater 
exchange of ideas in the learning environment. 

Innovation Takes Shape
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RIGHT-HAND POSITION

FORWARD POSITION

LEFT-HAND POSITION

ADAPTABLE
Innovative design allows student 
desks to be arranged into individual, 
collaborative, or teacher-centered 
configurations for different grade 
levels and activities. 

VARIETY
Desk legs adjust from 23 to 33 inches, 
offering the perfect fit for a variety of 
students. A simple turn provides extra 
arm support for both right- and left-
handed students. A fixed-height leg is 
also available.

COMFORTABLE
The unique desktop is spacious 
enough to hold either a laptop 
or netbook computer, as well as 
a workbook or textbook. Hang a 
backpack from an optional hook on 
the side for easy access to other 
materials. Comfort edges and radius 
corners keep student desks pleasant 
to the touch. 

SAFEGUARDED
Student desks feature a durable 
worksurface that resists defacing. 
Nylon swivel glides slide effortlessly 
along carpet, and optional felt caps 
help reduce marring on vinyl floors. 

SIT-TO-STAND
Ask students to sit still for hours and 
attention tends to wane. One solution: 
A desk that lets them work while 
standing up. The sit-to-stand student 
desk adjusts from 30 to 43 inches in 
1-inch increments. Give students the 
option of greater mobility by placing a 
cluster of standing-height desks in the 
learning environment. They’re a smart 
idea in collaborative areas, too. 

COORDINATED
Part of a total solution, student desks 
feature the same rounded edges, color 
palette, and contemporary styling of 
other SmartLink components for a 
clean, unified look. 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

HON_8_184_CP_pd

ADJUSTABLE –  
STUDENT DESK

23"-33" H 
LD-M3A

FIXED –  
STUDENT DESK

30" H 
LD-M3F

SIT-TO-STAND –  
STUDENT DESK

30"-43" H 
LD-M3T

ACCESSORIES

BOOK BOX

LDA-15 
quantity: 4

BACKPACK HOOK

CLA-65  
quantity: 10

SURFACE MATERIAL SUMMARY

Component Type Color & Code

Tops Natural Maple (DD) 
Sand (G8) 
Breeze (G9) 
White (G1)

Upper Leg Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Lower Leg Chrome*

*Not available on fixed-height desk. 

Inside Spread A: SmartLink 
Teacher Station, with T6 
Reflection top and bot-
tom, T1 Platinum t-mold, 
T1 Platinum paint and T1 
Platinum frame. SmartLink 
task chair with RG Tangelo 
shell and Platinum frame. 
SmartLink task chair with 
LM Lime shell and platinum 
frame. SmartLink student 
desks with G8 Sand hard 
plastic top in and Platinum 
frame.

Inside Spread B: SmartLink 
18” 4-leg chairs with glides, 
with regatta shell and tex-
tured charcoal. SmartLink 
Teacher Desk with silver 
mesh top, platinum tmold, 
charcoal paint and platinum 
finish. SmartLink Stool with 
regatta shell and black 
frame. 

Inside Spread C: SmartLink 
student desk with Sand top 
and Charcoal legs. SmartLink 
modular storage with Muslin 
top, Platinum Metallic metal 
surfaces, Platinum Metallic 
frame. SmartLink wall 
rail system with Platinum 
Metallic trim, tackboard 
in Lucy Neutra, optional 
worksurfaces in Muslin. 
Accomplish 4-leg chair in 
Lava with Charcoal legs.

Inside Spread D: SmartLink 
Teacher Station and 
SmartLink Modular Storage 
Cabinets, with T6 Reflection 
top and bottom, T1 Platinum 
t-mold, S Charcoal paint and 
T1 Platinum frame. Ignition 
Low-back task chair fully 
upholstered in  Confetti 
Black AB10.

Back E: SmartLink teacher 
stations with Reflection, 
Charcoal metal surfaces, 
Platinum Metallic frame. 
SmartLink student desks 
with Sand tops and Charcoal 
legs. SmartLink 4-leg Chairs, 
Task Chair and stools in 
Tangelo with textured 
Charcoal frame
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